APPENDIX B
Brown’s Letter to Sibley Dated October 13, 1827

A copy of the letter and accompanying table of data was provided by Craig Crease.
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The authors have transcribed the text of the letter as follows:
At home 13th October 1827
D[ear] Sir
It became necessary to throw the notes into this form in order
to detect & correct an error of one mile that had occurred in making a map
on the desired scale of 4 mi to an inch. It thus occurred to me that it might
be useful to you in making out your report. I therefore copy it & send it
to you. When I sent my last to you at Fayette38 agreeably to your direction I
had not this abstract made. I kept no memorandum of the distances given
you in that letter, but I have rather an impression that I gave you therein
a wrong distance as the measure of the road from Fort Osage to the 100th Longitude, if so, this will correct it. In all other aspects those distances & their
course to Taos are sufficiently correct. If you compare this abstract
with your memoranda on our return it will seem to disagree one day
as to date owing to the reversal of the notes beyond the 100th degree of Longitude for
instance, on our return we crossed the Arkansas & camped on the eve[ning] of the 13th Sept.
the notes of the road from that camp this way were taken on the 14th and are so
entered both on the Field book39 of the return & on this abstract but not so the
camp, for in this reversed order it is entered at the end of the 14th on this
abstract & so of all the camps beyon[d] there.
You directed me to get materials of the best quality to make the returns40
on. This is a sample of the best I can get. The Field book & maps will all be
of this paper. I had some large paper purchased last winter to make maps
the best I could then get, but not half enough & the quality a little inferior
to this. I therefore lay it by & take this altogether. It will be a ?mortal?
weight, 17 sheet of this paper to our map or that part of the road beyond
Fort Osage & about 25 sheets to the map in book form which I have determined
to make 20 miles on the single page as more simple & plain than any other I can think
of. The field book in addition particularly as there will be more than one copy of the
maps, But one ought to have somewhat to show after such labor. If the returns40
had to be made to B?_____? the bulk would be material.
With much respect,
Y[ou]r ob[edien]t serv[an]t,
Jos. C Brown
George C. Sibley, Esqu[ire]
14th Oct[ober, 1827]
N.B.41 I open my communication to say yours of the 5th inst[ant]
is read on putting this into the [post]office -- I will finish the map
agreeably to your wish.
J. C. Brown
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